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Range Serif Light Italic
↓

Range Serif Italic
↓

Range Serif Medium Italic
↓

Range Serif Bold Italic
↓

Range Serif Black Italic

Weights & Styles



Small Caps

All fonts in the Range Serif 
typeface include SMALL CAPS.

There are two small caps features

SMCP feature
Once upon a time → ONCE UPON A TIME

C2SC feature
Born in the USA → Born in the USA



Ligatures

Range Serif is designed to work 
well with or without ligatures.

LIGA feature
My stuffy office → My stu�y oce

fb ff fh fi fj fk fl fþ ffb ffh ffi ffj ffk ffl ffþ
↓

� � � fi 	 � fl � � �  � � � �

Note that contextual alternates should be engaged at 
all times, so as to give f the best fit:

CALT feature

Office fling → Office fling



Stylistic Alternates / SS01

The italic styles contain alternate 
glyphs for A, K, R, U & X, which 
have a more lower-case styling 

than the defaults.

SALT or SS01 feature

Automatic → Automatic
Katherine → Katherine

Rollover → Rollover
Utopian → Utopian

Xylophone → Xylophone



Numeral Styles

All fonts contain various numeral 
styles, accessible in OpenType 

savvy applications.

PROPORTIONAL LINING FIGURES
These are the default numerals:

0123456789 £12.50 $6.99 01B43*
TABULAR LINING FIGURES

0123456789 £12.50 $6.99 01B43*
PROPORTIONAL OLDSTYLE FIGURES

0123456789 £12.50 $6.99 01B43*
TABULAR OLDSTYLE FIGURES

0123456789 £12.50 $6.99 01B43*
* SLASHED ZERO

All four figure styles can also be used with 
the slashed zero feature



Fractions, Superiors & Scientific Inferiors

OpenType enables automatic 
generation of complex fractions.

FRAC feature
2 1/2 cups of sugar
7/8 lb of lard               →

SUPS feature
Used for footnotes2 and various† 

symbols(3,4) like copyright©
↓

Used for footnotes2 and various† 
symbols(3,4) like copyright©

SUBS/SINF feature
H20 + H2SO4 → H20 + H2SO4

2¶1⁄2 cups of sugar
7⁄8 lb of lard



Ornaments (Arrows)

Arrows-a-plenty!

ORNM feature
Arrows are included in all the fonts. For 
ease of access they are grouped in the 

ornament feature, so they can be found 
quickly in the glyph palette of OpenType 

aware applications.

←↑→↓↔↕↖↗↘↙
←↑→↓↔↕↖↗↘↙
←↑→↓↔↕↖↗↘↙



Case Sensitive Forms

Case sensitive forms make ALL-CAPS 
settings look much nicer.

CASE feature

¡SOMETHING (ABOUT YOU)!
«MAKES ME SMILE»

⸘GEDDIT‽
↓

¡SOMETHING (ABOUT YOU)!
«MAKES ME SMILE»

⸘GEDDIT‽



The End

A Typeface by Dave Rowland
Spacing & Kerning by iKern
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